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New Features 

[Demo]-[Create Perimeter Line] 

Create a perimeter curve around the selected polygon mesh. 

   

[View]-[Show/Hide]-[Show All] 

Now you can display all elements (polygon mesh, curve, surface) at once.   

[Demo]-[Obsolete Menus]-[Create Outline 2020] 

Changed the logic behind creating an outline (See Enhanced Features for details). The old logic from 2020.1 has 

been moved to a different menu as a feature in the past. 

[Demo]-[Output Points On Curve (IGES)] 

Now you can export the points on a polyline as IGES. 

The help dialog 

For each topic within spScan 2020.1 Online Help that had “Operation Example (PDF),” in spScan 2021.1, you will 

now see a help icon (a bulb) on the screen when running the command. When you select the bulb icon, the 

“Operation Example (PDF)” for the currently running feature will open.  
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ArmoGuide 

Added ArmoGuide. 
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Enhanced Features 

[Processing Time Accelerated] 

Accelerated each featureʼs processing time by revising the logic behind. 

 

 IGES Import: Reduced processing time by 1/10. 

 Create Multiple Base Surfaces: Reduced processing time by 1/3. 

 Create Patch Domain: Reduced processing time by 1/2. 

 Create Patch: Reduced processing time by 1/3. 

 Remove curves: Reduced processing time by 1/2. 

 Show/Hide switching of surfaces/curves: Now switches instantly. 

 Undo/Redo in general: Reflected the effect of each featureʼs acceleration. 

 Furthermore, the process to update a large number of display elements at once, such as updating the display 

attributes of curves/surfaces, has been accelerated. 

 

[Edit]-[System Settings] 

 The help dialog can be shown/hidden. 

 Snap zoom feature can be enabled/disabled. 

 The preview of [Create Surface]-[Create Fillet Surface]-[Create Fillet Surface with Radius] can be 

enable/disabled. 

 

[Polygon Mesh]-[Remove Tiny Edge] 

Enhanced so that long and narrow polygons will not remain when removing tiny edges. 
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[Surface]-[Create Multiple Base Surfaces] 

 Enabled the display of the approximate time of creating multiple base surfaces on the progress bar. 

 Enabled so that polylines can be smoothed even when edging is done in the post process. 

 Enabled automatic creation of a common surface group for the same surface in the distant positions.

 

 Modified the specification method of the rounding value. Enabled rounding to an integer or in increments of 5.  

 The initial settings of spline surface can be changed before previewing.  

 Enabled settings of disabled polygon mesh vertices.  

 

[Curve]-[Create Reference Section Curves] 

Now you can create a vertex on an intersection between a plane and an existing curve.  

[Curve]-[Create Outline] 

Changed the logic to create a faithful outline for the selected polygon mesh.  

 In accordance with a logic modification, the outlines that can be created is now displayed by [Preview] button. 

 Moved the old logic of 2020.1 to [Demo]-[Obsolete]-[Outline 2020].  
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[Surface]-[Surface Repair Tools]-[Unshare Edges] 

A vertex can be selected to unshare edges. Edging parts can all be unshared.  

 

[Surface]-[Patch]-[Create Patch Domain] 

 Accelerated the processing time. 

 Surface continuity (G0) can now be automatically set on the curve at the bend of polygon mesh. 

 Character curves that reproduce polygon boundary shape can now be created.  
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[Surface]-[Patch]-[Create Patch] 

 Accelerated the processing time. 

 Now you can patch divide while suppressing the shape deformation of a character curve. 

 

 

[Surface]-[Patch]-[Create Patch Surface] 

 Accelerated the processing time. 

 Added a feature to create a patch with swell suppressed. 
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[Surface]-[Create Surface] 

 Added a surface preview feature, so that a surface can be re-edited, when it has a problem. 

 Added an error verification mode.  

 Added surface quality verification mode.  

 The display status of elements (polygon mesh, curves, surfaces) necessary for the creation mode can be 

changed automatically leading to resolving the time lost in the display switching time.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

[Surface]-[Auto Create Surface] 

Measures have been taken, in the topology creation feature, to ensure that the curve inserted in the middle of 

automatically creating surface does not become a free curve.  

  

(1) Start (2) Select (3) View 

(4) Verify error mode (5) Verify surface 
quality mode 

(6) Complete 

Polygon mesh error  
and control points  
 

Show surface only 

No need to switch to another view! 
Errors and the surface quality are verified at the same time. 

Trimmed face 
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 [Surface]-[Create Fillet Surface] 

 Added a surface preview feature, so that a surface can be re-edited, when it has a problem. 

 Addressed the display switching issue by automatically changing the display status of elements necessary 

(polygon mesh curves and surfaces) in the error verification mode and surface quality verification model. 

 

 

 

 

[Surface]-[Create Fillet Surface with Radius] 

Added a surface preview feature, so that a surface can be re-edited, when it has a problem. 

  

(4) Verify error mode (5) Verify  
surface quality mode 

(3) Modify  
R-stop location 

(1) Select (2) Modify sectional 
curve 

(6) Complete 

No need to switch to another view! 
Errors and surface quality are verified at the same time 
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[Curve]-[Create 2D Curves] 

Now constraints can be added. 

 Smart dimension: Now you can set a smart dimension. 

 

 Position constraints: Position constraints such as Parallel and Perpendicular between elements can be added. 

 

 

 A verification message is displayed when 2D curve creation is completed.  
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[Demo]-[G2]-[Create G2 Surface] 

In spScan 2020.1, G2 surface creation was possible only in 4-sided structured internal surface, but in spScan 

2021.1, G2 surface creation is possible even with trimmed surfaces. 

 

[Demo]-[Edit Curve]-[Project Curve (Specified Plane)] 

In spScan 2020.1, only free curves could be selected, but now in spScan 2021.1, all curves can be selected.  

[Demo]-[Polygon Estimated Deformation] 

“Distance threshold” between polygon mesh when compensating deformation and the CAD surface can now be 

specified. 

[Demo]-[Context Menu Settings] 

Increased the maximum number to display to 20.  

Number of times of Undo 

The maximum number that can be undone has been increased to 100 times. Changed the initial value to 50 times.  
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Resolved Issues 

[Demo]-[Import IGES (Free Curve) ] 

Addressed issue where the check status of [Share Vertex] switched every time it was executed.  

[Curve]-[Create Outline] 

Addressed issue where the direction obtained from [Pick] button was rounded.  

[Surface]-[Create Primitive Surface] 

Addressed issue where the value used ignored the status of the dialog, when [Use selected polygons] button was 

pressed.  

[Surface]-[Create Multiple Base Surfaces] 

Addressed issue where the initial value of the distance with the polygon mesh was the same as the curve projection 

value.  

 [Surface]-[Edging] 

Addressed issue where exception error occurs when edging the inner loop of a plane and a cylinder/cone.  
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Developer 

 

Armonicos Co., Ltd. 

 

Hamamatsu ACT Tower 21st floor, 111-2 Itaya-machi, Naka-ku,   

Hamamatsu City, Shizuoka Prefecture 430-7721 Japan TEL: (+81)53-459-1000 FAX: (+81)53-459-1155  

E-mail︓spscan@armonicos.co.jp 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 The copyright of this product as well as this documentation belongs to Armonicos Co., Ltd. 

 This product and documentation can be used only under management of a registrant based on the software licensing agreement of this product. 

 No copy, duplication, reproduction of part or all of this product and documentation shall be made without the consent of Armonicos Co., Ltd. 

 The contents indicated by the specification of this product and the documentation may be changed without a prior notice. 

 All company names and product names in this product and documentation are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective companies. 

 Compliance with Applicable Laws regarding Exports: Please do not use the product, or related information, technologies and materials, or goods and 

services made from the product, or related information, technologies (collectively, "Products") for the following purposes. 

1. Exporting the Products from Japan (including taking the Products out of Japan, indirectly exporting the Products through trading agencies, and 

disclosing the Products to non-residents in Japan) to a person who intends or is likely to intend to use the Products for developing, manufacturing, 

using or storing (collectively, "Development") nuclear weapons, biological weapons, chemical weapons or missiles (collectively, "Weapons of Mass 

Destruction" or "WMD") or other military purposes. 

2. Using the Products yourself for the purpose of Developing WMD or for other military purposes, or providing the Products to a person who have such 

purposes outside of Japan. 

 


